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Abstract 
A method is presented to extract robust features from 

a noisy speech signal with the intention to improve the 
performance of an automatic speech recognition system. 
The processing is based on an adaptive filtering of the 
short-term spectra where the frequency response of the 
filter is smoothed with a cepstro-temporal approach [1], 
[2]. It turns out that the recognition performance is com-
parable with the performance that can be achieved with a 
robust feature extraction scheme standardized by ETSI 
[3]. Looking at the case of a hands-free speech input in a 
noisy and reverberant environment the recognition rates 
can be improved further by additionally adapting the 
HMMs to the acoustic conditions [4].  

1 Extraction of robust features 
A lot of investigations have been carried out to de-

velop processing schemes for the extraction of robust a-
coustic features in the presence of background noise. A 
well known one is the algorithm that has been standard-
ized by ETSI [3]. It is based on a two stage Wiener filter-
ing where the filter characteristic is estimated in the fre-
quency domain but the filtering itself is done in the time 
domain. The noise reduced time signal is again trans-
formed to the frequency domain to determine the cepstral 
coefficients as acoustic parameters that describe the enve-
lope of the short-term spectrum.  

In this paper, we focus on an approach where the 
whole processing is done in the frequency domain with-
out the need of a back transformation to the time domain. 
The processing scheme is shown in figure 1. 

The filtering is based on a cepstral smoothing tech-
nique that has been developed by the authors of [1], [2]. 
They designed the algorithm mainly with the intention of 
generating an enhanced speech signal. Even though, they 
applied it also as preprocessing on the data base and the 
recognition experiments that are known under the abbre-
viation “Aurora-2” [5]. For their studies, they generated 
the noise reduced time signals and used them as input for 
the “Aurora-2” experiments. This version of the noise re-
duction scheme that was especially parameterised and 
optimised for the application to speech recognition is 
taken as basis for our investigations.  

 
A preemphasis filtering is applied first on the speech 

signal sampled at a rate of 8 kHz. The samples of short 
segments with 25 ms duration are weighted with a Ham-
ming window and transformed with a DFT of length 256.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Scheme for the extraction of robust features 

Consecutive spectra are calculated every 10 ms. Thus, 
complex spectra ( )�,kY  are determined with k as index 
of the DFT bin (0≤k≤128) and � as index of the speech 
segment. The power density spectrum of the noise ( )kPn  
is estimated based on an approach presented in [6]. 
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The power density spectrum of the clean speech  
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spectrum is transformed to the cepstral domain. 
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q is the index of the cepstral bin. The consecutive cepstral 
coefficients of each bin with index q are filtered along 
time. Especially the cepstral coefficients of higher order 
are filtered with a low pass filter with a very low cut-off 
frequency. This leads to the term “cepstro-temporal” 
smoothing to describe the smoothing effect of the low-
pass filtering. In case of voiced speech segments the fil-
tering with the extremely low cut-off frequency is not ap-
plied to cepstral bins that contain the corresponding val-
ues of the pitch frequency. Voiced segments contain a 
peak in the cepstrum at the bin corresponding to the pitch 
frequency. The intention of not extremely filtering these 
cepstral coefficients is to keep the harmonic structure in 
the logarithmic spectrum of voiced sounds. A detection of 
voiced segments in combination with an estimation of the 
pitch frequency is needed. Further details of the cepstro-
temporal filtering can be found in [1], [2].  
The smoothed cepstra ( )�,qP ceps

S are transformed again 
to the linear spectral domain. 
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 The estimated power density spectrum is taken to define 
an apriori SNR. 
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The logarithmic SNR is limited to values above -25 dB. 
With the goal of estimating the logarithmic spectral am-
plitude a filter function is defined. 
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The final estimate of the clean speech spectrum is calcu-
lated by multiplying the noisy speech spectrum with the 
filter function. 

( ) ( ) ( )��� ,,,ˆ kYkGkS ⋅=  
 
The logarithmic energy logE is calculated as sum of 

the components of the power density spectrum 

( ) 2
,ˆ �kS for each frame with index �. LogE is taken as 

one component of the feature vector. The Mel spectrum is 
determined from the estimated magnitude spectrum of the 
clean speech. A Discrete Cosine Transformation is ap-
plied on the logarithmic Mel spectrum to determine the 
Mel frequency cepstral coefficients C1 to C12. A “blind” 
spectral equalization scheme [3] is applied on the cepstral 

coefficients to compensate the influence of an unknown 
frequency characteristic, e.g. due to the frequency re-
sponse of a microphone or a transmission channel.  

The 13 acoustic parameters are extended by their first 
and second derivatives so that each feature vector con-
tains 39 components in total. The calculation of the de-
rivatives is done as defined in [3].  

2 Recognition of Aurora-2 data 
The robust feature extraction scheme is applied on the 

speech data of the Aurora-2 experiment. Aurora-2 con-
tains the utterances of English digit sequences (“TI-
digits”) where different noises have been artificially 
added at several signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). Compar-
ing the achieved recognition results with the results pre-
sented in [1] is done as verification that the implementa-
tion of the filtering approach has been done correctly. The 
average word error rates are shown in table 1 for the 
noisy speech data of Set-A where the rates represent the 
average results for 4 different noise conditions and 5 
SNRs in the range from 0 to 20 dB. 

 

 Results 
of [1] 

Own imple-
mentation 

ETSI-2 

word error 
rate 

14,08 % 15,09 % 12,25 % 

 

Table 1: Average word error rates for Set-A 

The recognition performance that is achieved with the 
own implementation of a robust feature extraction is 
slightly worse than the results presented in [1]. The addi-
tional “blind” equalization scheme causes a small degra-
dation. Disabling the equalization an average word error 
rate of 14,82 % is achieved. But the equalization is help-
ful in conditions where the speech is modified by un-
known frequency responses. This condition was not in-
vestigated in [1]. The difference between the error rate of 
14,08 % that has been achieved by the authors of [2] and  
the error rate of 14,82 % may be explained by an addi-
tional smoothing effect in the processing of [1] due to the 
back transformation of the estimated clean speech spectra 
to the time domain before applying again a cepstral 
analysis scheme. 

Comparing the results with the robust feature extrac-
tion as defined by ETSI [3] slightly better average results 
are achieved with the ETSI scheme. Analysing the differ-
ent word error rates a bit more in detail it turns out that 
the degradation is mainly due to worse results for low 
SNR conditions.  

 
This is also the reason for the higher error rates in ta-

ble 2 when comparing the recognition results for all sub-
sets of the Aurora-2 task. Set-B contains the same number 
of noise conditions but different noise signals. Set-C con-
tains one noise condition of Set-A and one condition of 
set-B but including an additional bandpass filtering of the 
noisy data to simulate the transmission over a telephone 
line. 
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 Set-A Set-B Set-C 

Cepstro-temporal 
smoothing 

15,09 % 15,34 % 18,81 % 

ETSI-2 12,25 % 12,90 % 13,97 % 
 

Table 2: Average word error rates for all subsets 

The ETSI noise reduction scheme creates especially 
lower error rates for noise conditions with a low SNR. 
Furthermore it has to be considered that the ETSI front-
end has been developed over years to reach an optimal 
recognition performance on the Aurora-2 task. In the next 
section results will be presented for other tasks of recog-
nizing noisy speech data. It will be shown  that the high-
est performance is not always achieved by applying the 
ETSI robust feature extraction scheme. 

3 Recognition of Aurora-5 data 
The data base and recognition experiments known 

under the abbreviation “Aurora-5” contain speech data 
that also take into account the recording in hands-free 
mode in a noisy environment [5]. As for Aurora-2 the TI-
digits have been taken as basis to artificially create the 
noisy and reverberant versions. But in comparison to 
Aurora-2 the whole set of 8700 test utterances from 
adults are used to create the noisy data for each noise 
condition. Only 1000 utterances have been randomly se-
lected to create the noisy data in each condition for the 
Aurora-2 experiments. Furthermore a whole set of noise 
recordings representing a desired noise condition is taken 
to create the noisy speech data. For Aurora-2 only a sin-
gle recording has been used to create the data for a spe-
cific noise condition. Thus, Aurora-5 includes a higher 
variance of noise conditions than Aurora-2. 

 
Some recognition results are presented in figures 2 

and 3. The word error rates are plotted for applying 
− a cepstral analysis scheme without noise reduction, 
− the ETSI front-end and 
− the feature extraction scheme based on a filtering 

with cepstro-temporal smoothing. 
A feature vector consists of 39 parameters (12 

MFCCs, logE, Deltas and Delta-Deltas) in all cases. 
Gender dependent HMMs for the 11 English digits are 
used with 16 states and a mixture of 2 Gaussians per 
state. 

Word error rates are shown in figure 2 for the condi-
tion of a hands-free speech input in a noisy car environ-
ment. A considerable improvement can be seen when 
comparing the recognition results that are achieved with 
the robust front-ends against the results for a feature ex-
traction without any noise reduction. The error rates for 
the noise reduction with cepstro-temporal smoothing are 
slightly lower than the ones for the ETSI front-end in the 
SNR range from 5 to 15 dB. Only for the SNR of 0 dB 
the ETSI front-end has a higher performance. This corre-

sponds to the results on the Aurora-2 data where the 
lower average error rates are due to a higher performance 
at low SNR conditions. 

Looking at the condition of a hands-free speech input 
in a noisy office (figure 3) the error rates for the ETSI 
front-end are slightly worse in all cases. The reason is the 
additional modification of the speech signals by the re-
verberation of the room. It turns out that the ETSI front-
end can not handle this effect as good as the robust fea-
ture extraction based on cepstro-temporal smoothing. 
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Figure 2: Word error rates for the hands-free speech in-

put inside a noisy car 
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Figure 3: Word error rates for the hands-free speech in-

put inside an noisy office 

4 Recognition results with an addi-
tional HMM adaptation 
Looking at the hands-free speech input in a room the 

performance of a speech recognition system decreases 
due to the reverberation in a room. The term reverbera-
tion describes the effect that the recording of a speech 
signal in a room contains not only the signal that reaches 
the microphone on the direct path from the speaker. The 
recording contains also a huge number of delayed and 
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attenuated versions of the signal due to the reflections of 
the sound at the walls and the furniture. This effect can be 
described by a system with an impulse response whose 
envelope ideally has an exponentially decaying character-
istic. Thus, the acoustic features of a speech segment will 
occur over a longer time interval when recording a speech 
signal in hands-free mode inside a room. The modifica-
tion of a speech signal due to reverberation can not be 
compensated by a noise reduction scheme that is based on 
an adaptive filtering of short-term spectra as used for the 
robust extraction of acoustic features. To compensate this 
modification to some extent we have developed a HMM 
adaptation scheme to adapt the means of the logarithmic 
energy and the cepstral coefficients in each HMM state to 
the acoustic environment of the room [4]. Based on an 
estimation of the reverberation time as single parameter 
we apply a model to consider the influence of the reflec-
tions in a room as a low-pass filtering of the energy and 
the subband energy contours along time. The mean cep-
stral coefficients as contained in the HMMs are trans-
formed back to the Mel spectrum where the low-pass fil-
tering of the subband energy contours is applied. The 
modified Mel spectra are transformed to the cepstral do-
main again to be used as adapted energy and cepstral 
mean parameters. 

 

We applied this adaptation approach in combination 
with the robust feature extraction scheme to improve the 
recognition performance for the acoustic condition of a 
hands-free speech input. The Aurora-5 data base contains 
versions of the TIDigits where the speech input in hands-
free mode is simulated in two different rooms. Looking at 
the condition without noise in the background the word 
error rates are achieved that are presented in table 3. 

 

 office living room 

without adaptation 4,34 % 9,38 % 

with adaptation 3,30 % 5,95 % 
 

Table 3: Word error rates at a hands-free speech input  
 
The additional HMM adaptation is helpful to consid-

erably improve the error rates. 
Besides adapting the HMMs to the effect of rever-

beration the adaptation scheme has been developed in its 
original version to compensate the influence of noise in 
the background. Instead of “subtracting” the estimated 
noise spectrum as the adaptive filtering approach can be 
described for realising a noise reduction, the estimated 
noise spectrum is added in the linear Mel spectral domain 
to adapt the mean parameters of all HMM states. This 
HMM adaptation scheme has been applied so far only in 
case of feature extraction scheme without noise reduc-
tion. Due to the fact that the adaptive filtering is applied 
with a limitation to a maximum attenuation we investi-
gated the HMM adaptation to additive noise also in case 
of using the feature extraction including the cepstro-
temporal smoothing. The limited attenuation causes a re-
maining amount of noise after the filtering. 

Word error rates are presented in figure 4 for the 
hands-free speech input in a noisy office environment 
like in figure 3. 
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Figure 4: Word error rates for the hands-free speech in-

put inside an noisy office 

Besides the error rates for the two cases of applying 
the ETSI front-end and the noise reduction based on the 
cepstro-temporal smoothing two further results are pre-
sented for each SNR condition. These include the addi-
tional HMM adaptation to additive noise only and the 
combined adaptation to additive noise and to the effect of 
reverberation. It turns out that the adaptation to additive 
noise helps to improve the recognition performance. The 
combined adaptation to noise and reverberation allows an 
improved recognition in comparison to not applying an 
adaptation at all but it is not as efficient as adapting to 
noise only. The additive noise seems to be the dominant 
effect especially in case of a low SNR. As a conclusion 
the adaptation to reverberation should be disabled for a 
SNR below a certain threshold. 
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